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United Nations General Assembly Resolutions in our Changing World
2023-10-09

this thoughtful work by the world s leading authority on the law of united nations general assembly resolutions remains of
inestimable value in its assessment of the potential role of these resolutions under the new world order an insider familiar
with the institution s complexities professor sloan examines with insight and clarity the new opportunities available to the
united nations in a world released from the stifling restraints of the cold war the book includes detailed documentary
annexes as well as a bibliography and index published under the transnational publishers imprint

Resolving Foreign Bribery Cases with Non-Trial Resolutions Settlements
and Non-Trial Agreements by Parties to the Anti-Bribery Convention
2019-03-10

non trial resolutions often referred to as settlements have been the predominant means of enforcing foreign bribery and
other related offences since the entry into force of the oecd anti bribery convention 20 years ago the last decade has seen a
steady increase in the use of coordinated multi jurisdictional non trial resolutions which have to date permitted the highest
global amount of combined financial penalties in foreign bribery cases this study is the first cross country examination of the
different types of resolutions that can be used to resolve foreign bribery cases

Resolutions and Other Decisions of the 25th Assembly
2007

the twenty fifth session of the imo assembly from 19 to 29 november 2007 adopted resolutions that included code for the
implementation of mandatory imo instruments 2007 survey guidelines under the harmonized system of survey and
certification 200

Resolutions and Decisions of the Security Council 2013-2014
2016-04-21

official documents of resolutions and decisions of the security council 2013 2014

Resolution Frameworks for Islamic Banks
2015-11-24

islamic banking is growing rapidly and its potential impact on global financial stability cannot be underestimated
international standards for resolving banks have evolved after the global financial crisis culminating in the financial stability
board s fsb key attributes of effective resolution regimes for financial institutions this paper examines the applicability of the
key attributes to the resolution of islamic banks it concludes that a number of issues would need to be addressed owing to
islamic banks unique governance structures and balance sheets it recommends international guidance for the design of
robust shari ah compliant resolution frameworks for jurisdictions with islamic banks

Trade-offs in Bank Resolution
2018-02-09

this sdn revisits the debate on bank resolution regimes first by presenting a simple model of bank insolvency that
transparently describes the trade off involved between bail outs bail ins and larger capital buffers the note then looks for
empirical evidence to assess the moral hazard consequences of bail outs and the systemic spillovers from bail ins

Diplomatic White Paper 2015
2015-12-31

1 world trends in 2014 chapter 1 overview of international situation chapter 2 korea s foreign policy 2 securing peace and
stability on the korean peninsula chapter 1 maintaining stability on the korean peninsula chapter 2 strengthening
momentum for progress on the north korean nuclear issue chapter 3 enhancing and deepening the rok us strategic alliance
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chapter 4 strengthening cooperation with neighboring countries 3 diplomacy for expansion of the global network chapter 1
asia pacific region diplomacy chapter 2 diplomacy with europe chapter 3 diplomacy with latin america and the caribbean
chapter 4 diplomacy with africa and the middle east chapter 5 inter regional diplomacy 4 reinforcement of economic
cooperation capacity chapter 1 g20 diplomacy to strengthen global economic governance chapter 2 energy resources
cooperation and green growth environment diplomacy chapter 3 bilateral trade diplomacy chapter 4 multilateral economic
diplomacy 5 enhancing korea s role and prestige in the international community chapter 1 contributing to the promotion of
international peace chapter 2 strengthening contribution to the international community through effective development
cooperation chapter 3 improving korea s national brand and image through strategic use of public diplomacy chapter 4
expanding the legal basis for foreign relations 6 strengthening consular services chapter 1 protecting overseas korean
nationals and promoting their rights chapter 2 improving benefits for overseas koreans chapter 3 earning the public s
support for foreign policy 7 establishing an effective system for trust based diplomacy chapter 1 strengthening diplomatic
capacity for the successful implementation of trust based diplomacy chapter 2 improving the education and evaluation
system chapter 3 personnel and organizational restructuring

Key Resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly 1946-1996
1997-08-28

key resolutions from the first fifty years of the united nations general assembly

Security Council Resolutions Under Chapter VII
2009

this book investigates dispute resolution mechanisms in international civil aviation with a primary focus on the functions of
the international civil aviation organization icao council the convention on international civil aviation chicago convention has
laid the foundation for dispute resolution mechanisms in international civil aviation which led to the creation of icao however
economic regulations have been left out from the chicago convention over the years there has been a proliferation of
bilateral air services agreements asas and the multiplication of multilateral treaties with the advancement of the aviation
technology this book considers whether dispute resolution mechanisms should be modernised and if so what form such
modernisation might take the book is divided into five chapters chapter i provides an introduction and defines the scope of
the research chapter ii is an empirical chapter which traces the evolution of dispute resolution clauses under both
multilateral air law treaties and bilateral asas with the most updated data collected to date chapter iii analyses how disputes
brought to the fora designated under the treaties in chapter ii are resolved in practice the fourth chapter builds on the
empirical evidence provided in chapters ii and iii to critically assesses the political and legal means that are involved in the
settlement of international aviation disputes the final chapter proposes reforms on the basis of the lessons learnt in the
previous chapters and introduces proposals for amending rules of procedures in icao as well as establishing a new arbitral
institution

The Resolution of Inter-State Disputes in Civil Aviation
2022

includes bibliographical references and index

Journal of Proceedings of the Board of Supervisors of the County of
Oneida
1889

volumes include statutory record

Complete International Law
2014

the united nations security council has primary responsibility for maintaining international peace and security in discharging
its powers it must act in accordance with the purposes and principles of the un and observe the rules governing voting and
procedure established in the organisation s charter the council adopts mandatory resolutions that may establish obligations
for members and non members and such obligations trump conflicting obligations originating from any other international
agreement member states must cooperate with the organisation and among themselves in the implementation of any action
prescribed by the council against states whose behaviour the council considers an act of aggression or a threat to or breach
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of international peace and security this book analyses resistance to security council resolutions and puts forward a theory of
lawful resistance sufyan droubi takes a positivist approach to the un charter regarding it as a constitution special emphasis
is placed on the construction of the charter s meaning through the practice of both organs and members of the un and on
the need to enhance the effectiveness of the organization with due respect to the rule of law the book proposes that
nonviolent resistance to a mandatory resolution of the security council on grounds that the latter is incompatible with the
charter or jus cogens norms may be considered lawful under the charter if some elements are present in exploring a number
of case studies of individual and collective state resistance to mandatory council resolutions the book proposes that
resistance may function as a rudimentary instrument of accountability and protection of the charter and jus cogens in the
absence of more mature mechanisms of judicial review the book will be of excellent use and interest to scholars and
students of constitutional international law and international relations

Congressional Record
1880

the oil and gas industry s wide international exposure and constantly changing landscape leave it particularly vulnerable to
disputes as this practical book demonstrates the risks associated with disputes can be mitigated by parties utilising
governing law and dispute resolution clauses in contractual agreements within the sector examining a global range of
jurisdictions the book offers clear guidance on the most appropriate choice of law and choice of dispute resolution forum for
oil and gas contracts analysing the key issues and defining the legal contours involved

Summary Digest of Statutes Enacted and Resolutions, Including Proposed
Constitutional Amendments, Adopted in ... and ... Statutory Record
1977

in memory of professor thomas m franck

FY Concurrent Resolution on the Budget ...
2000

national security at its simplest means the nation s control of its borders and the preservation of its territorial integrity
including its airspace and territorial waters above all it means the protection of national institutions of governance and the
freedom of the people without subversion infiltration and disruption on the other hand there can be no real national security
without international security diplomacy is an instrument of establishing and maintaining the equilibrium of national and
international security both diplomacy and national security have their roots in the conceptual scheme and operational
aspects of sovereignty which is the hallmark of states national security and diplomacy are inextricably interwoven indeed
defence and diplomacy the diplomat and the soldier have much in common except that their battle lines and locations their
target areas their weapons and equipment and their strategies and tactics are distinct and are tackled differently diplomacy
is the defence of one s country and its interests beyond its frontiers but in a sense diplomacy only an extension of national
security the intelligence network of the country both within the country and overseas plays a vital role in both in diplomacy
and for national security

Special Acts and Resolutions Passed by the General Assembly of the
State of Connecticut
1881

christopher heath is a judge at the boards of appeal of the european patent office and former researcher of the max planck
institute in munich anselm kamperman sanders is professor of intellectual property law and director of the ipkm master s
programme at maastricht university the netherlands about this book intellectual property and international dispute
resolution the first in depth treatment of the interface between intellectual property rights and international dispute
resolution the book highlights the different mechanisms of international dispute settlement having particular regard to cases
involving intellectual property law investor dispute tribunals as provided for in many bilateral and multilateral trade
agreements are suspected of intransparency because proceedings are not public of unequal treatment because they give
foreign investors a right of action where domestic investors would have none and of undermining democracy because they
allow democratically enacted laws to be challenged with no possibility of appeal what s in this book in this important book a
number of prominent legal scholars and practitioners examine the extent to which challenges against domestic legislation
based on an alleged direct or indirect expropriation of intellectual property rights may be justified the contributions cover
such aspects as history and current practice of international dispute resolution direct application of international agreements
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by national courts comparison of investor dispute settlement tribunals with other fora such as the wto or domestic courts for
determining compliance with international intellectual property standards what can be considered investment and
expropriation in the field of intellectual property legislative freedom to operate when limiting intellectual property rights
particularly in the field of health and safety and how societal interests could influence future legislation in the field of
intellectual property law one major focus of the book are the challenges against tobacco plain packaging legislation before
domestic and international courts and tribunals and their outcome how this book will help you the book s detailed analysis of
the nature of investor dispute tribunals and how they may conflict with public interests and its exploration of possible
alternatives is sure to be of great interest to internationally operating companies policymakers practitioners and scholars in
both international trade law and intellectual property law

The Law Reports
1874

the notion of singularity is basic to mathematics in algebraic geometry the resolution of singularities by simple algebraic
mappings is truly a fundamental problem it has a complete solution in characteristic zero and partial solutions in arbitrary
characteristic the resolution of singularities in characteristic zero is a key result used in many subjects besides algebraic
geometry such as differential equations dynamical systems number theory the theory of mathcal d modules topology and
mathematical physics this book is a rigorous but instructional look at resolutions a simplified proof based on canonical
resolutions is given for characteristic zero there are several proofs given for resolution of curves and surfaces in
characteristic zero and arbitrary characteristic besides explaining the tools needed for understanding resolutions cutkosky
explains the history and ideas providing valuable insight and intuition for the novice or expert there are many examples and
exercises throughout the text the book is suitable for a second course on an exciting topic in algebraic geometry a core
course on resolutions is contained in chapters 2 through 6 additional topics are covered in the final chapters the prerequisite
is a course covering the basic notions of schemes and sheaves

The Fairness in Asbestos Injury Resolution Act of 2003
2003

First Concurrent Resolution on the Budget Fiscal Year 1977
1976

Senate documents
1890

Resisting United Nations Security Council Resolutions
2014-04-24

Meetings
2020

Second Oversight Hearing on the Resolution Trust Corporation
1990

Atlantic Convention Resolution, Hearing Before the Subcommittee on
International Organizations of ..., 94-1, September 8, 1975
1975
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Atlantic Convention Resolution
1975

Dispute Resolution Act
1978

Governing Law and Dispute Resolution in the Oil and Gas Industry
2022-08-23

Report of the Board of State Commissioners for the General Supervision
of Charitable, Penal, Pauper, and Reformatory Institutions
1882

Law and Practice of the United Nations
2016

Alternative Dispute Resolution
1989

Concurrent Resolution on the Budget--fiscal Year 2002
2001

Recommendations and Resolutions of the Social and Public Health
Committees and the Joint Committee on the Rehabilitation and
Resettlement of the Disabled, 1967-1972
1973

Journal of the House of Representatives of the State of Ohio
1875

Diplomacy & Diaspora
2012-01-01

Documents of the Assembly of the State of New York
1882
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Intellectual Property and International Dispute Resolution
2019-08-31

Resolution of Singularities
2004

Repertory of Practice of United Nations Organs
1985

The Law and Practice of the Bankruptcy Court, Ireland
1884

Motions and Resolutions in Parliament
2014
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